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1. AGENDA AND MEEKLY DATE FOR I.A.B. MEETING

GENERAL VANDENBERG asked Mr. Lay to explain why there were
three items left off the agenda of today's meeting.

• MR. LAY stated that some of the I.A,B. members were not
ready to discuss	 and 15, and ICAPS was still workin6
on C.I.G.18.

. MR. LAY then asked _if it was agreeable with the Board to
establish a standard time 'each week for I.A.B. meetings. He ex-
plained that in the event there was nothing to come before the
Board, the members would be notified in advance and the meeting
would be Cancelled for that Week.

THE INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOARD:

Agreed to set aside .J30 each Thursday as the normal
time for I.A:B. meetings, with the understanding that
the Secretary would advise each member early in the
week whether a meeting was to be held.

2. INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATES PREPARED BY TEE CENTRAL INTELLT-
kENCE GROUP 
(C.I,G. 16 and C.I.G. 16/1)

GENERAL VANDENBERG asked Mr. Lay to give a brief explana-
tion as to how ORE-1 . was prepared and coordinated with the
'departments.

MR, LAY stated that 0.I.G. was asked to prepare this
estimate on Friday to be ready the following Tuesday. He also
brought out the fact that the estimate was based on an existing
J.I.S. study together with cables received from Moscow, and that
it was coordinated with specialized representatives of the I.A.B.
before going forward.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated that he believed C.I.G. would
have difficulty in meeting deadlines if the concurrence of each
I.A.B. member had to be obtained by a votlng system prior to the
forwarding of the estimates.

ADMIRAL INGLIS stated that it was his idea to separate
concurrences of estimates into three parts, i.e., the Daily
Summary, the Weekly Summary, and formal O.R,E. estimates. He
further stated that the Naval members of 0,R.E. are perfectly
competent to represent and concur for the Director of Naval In-
telligence In the preparation of daily and weekly, summaries.
However, in the case of formal O.R.E. estimates, Admiral Ing1i2%
stated that he was in favor of using the J.I•C. vote method,
time permitting, and that he would like to have two to three
clays to consider each paper. If time does not permit, he felt
that the paper could be put through with a statement that the
estimate does not bear the concurrence or the dissenting de-
partment but that such concurrence or comments would follow.
Admiral Inglis further stated that while the relationship of
J.I,S. to C.I.G. is not up for consideration at this time and is
the subject of another paper, he believed its solution would go
a long way in solving this present problem.

stated that A-2 would like the opportunaty
to ent on all fttimate.o., He sa44,that he realized that this
procedure would be time-consumingo.,4ndrbelieved possibly that an
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A.-2 member of ICAPS could be designated to. concur for A-2 on the
, estimates in question.

• GENERAL 'VANDENBERG stated that an A-2 member of ICAPS
could not be the person to be used'by A-2'in concurring on these
estimates; since . ICAPS is concerned with Coordination problem
.rather'tharithe preparation or content of intelligence estimates.

ADMIAAL'INGLIS said that the Naval members of O.R,E.
-working on estimates would at all times be in collaboration With
:People in 0.N.I.; . bence both. 04N.I. and the Naval Members of
Q.R.E. would be kept abreastof develOpments and the latter
:would know the Navy .Department's views.

'AgoaAAL INGLIS stated that the question regarding con-
currence in the DailySummary involves possible omissions which
.Can . distort the picture. He said that omissions had net
•happened lately, but he. felt that General Vandenberg would be
willing to let Naval meMbers of. O.R.E. complain to Admiral Inglis
if they felt that omissions had occurred..

GENERAL VANDENERG expressed the belief that the whole
situation would be 'clarified when the I.A.B. ',considered 0.I.0.
15.	 •

MR. EDDY said that in the meantime he favored appointing
an aide or a staff member as a representative in O.R,E. to check
estimates as proposed in C.I.G. 16/1. His reason for favoring
this solution, rather than 0.1.0 1 16, was that, although Army
and Naval officers remain in uniform and loyal to their service,
civilian employees are now becoming employees of C.I.G. rather
than State. Former State Department employees in C.I.G. will
therefore have no direct loyalties to State.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that he was fundamentally opposed
to considering a man assigned to	 as. partially
responsible . to him. He felt that such a man owes his whole
loyalty to C.I.G., and-that it is imposbible to divide his
loyalties. •

GENERAL SAMFORD thought that this vas true except in
ICAPS, where he felt therse was a residual repreSentation of de-
partmental interests.

ADMIRAL INGLIS said that he understood General ChaLiber-
lin's point of view, but he also understood that C.I.G. was to
be a cooperative interdepartmental venture. He could see tue
difference in the situation regarding the State Department.
However, in the case of Naval officers, while they were
working in C.I.G. he felt they had an additional duty repre-
senting the Navy. If they felt that Navy's interests were not
properly represented in C.I.G., then they should express this
feeling to Admiral Inglis as their contact with the Navy De-
partment. He reiterated that he understood General Chamber-
lin's viewpoint and granted that this situation may cause
trouble in the future, but felt that there had been no diffi-
culty so far.

•MR. EDDY said that he thought Admiral Inglis' viewpoint
would definitely cause trouble in the future, especially for the
State Department.

,ADMIRAL INGLIS expressed the understanding that there
would always be a few people in C.I,G. who continued to be State
Department employees such as Mr. Huddle.
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MR. EDDY agreed that there would be a few key State Depart-
ment positions in C.I.G., but these would carry on liaison with
the State Department rather than be State Department representa-
tives. He thought that this would encourage .a closer relation
with State, but expressed the belief that if one of these State
Department people assigned to C.I.G. felt that State's Interests
were not properly represented, he would appeal not to the State
Department, but to General Vandenberg.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN compared this to the situation on the
General Staff, where personnel are expected to solve problems as
they see it in the General Staff rather than from the viewpoint
of the basic arm or service from which they come. He thought
that if Admiral Inglis' interpretation prevailed, it would
destroy C.I.G.

GENERAL VANDENBERG thought that the discussion led back to
the solution proposed in C.I.G. 16/1.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN felt that General Vandenberg was
appointed to head C.I.G. and that the I.A.B. were only advisers.
He felt that General Vandenberg was placed here by the N.I.A.
to perform functions assigned by thatAuthority. He did not
feel that the I4A,13. should concern itself with the detailed
Performance of those functions. He said that General Vandenberg
was responsible solely to the 'N.I.A, and was expected to consult
with the departments only sufficiently to ensure coordination.

ADMIRAL INGLia said that the way the directive was
written, the I,A.B. was more than an adviser. It Is a two-way
street and a link between 0.I.0, and the departmental agencies.
He felt that the I.A.B. had a responsibility for the operations
of

GENERAL VANDENBERG felt that he has the right to put out
what C.I.G. thinks is correct. However, to fulfill its obli-
gation as an interdepartmental agency, C.I.G. must have the
views of the four departmental agencies. He felt it was best
that C.I.G. have not only the agencies' views, but the reasons
for these views. He Agreed with Admiral Inglis that the I.A,B.
has a responsibility to see, not whether C.I.G. is doing the'
wrong thing but that it is doing the right thing. In other
words, General Vandenberg, felt that the solution lay somewhere
between the views of Admiral Inglis and of General Chamberlin.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that his viewpoint was that a per-
son of General Vandenberg's caliber should be entrusted to find
his own method for determining departmental views. If General
Vandenberg sees a difference of opinion, it would be assumed
that he''would check it with the departments concerned. This
should be easy, since 0,I 1 0. will always have close liaison with
the departments,

ADMIRAL INGLIS felt that it was a fundamental question
whether the I.A.B. has a responsibility for C.I.G. operations.
He thought that if General Chamberlin's philosophy were
followed to its ultimate conclusion, it would mean that ten
years from now O.N.I. would still have to have its same basic
organization, since it would not be able to entrust C.I.G. to
perform functions for it. If, however, 0.N,I, has responsible
.Naval people within C.I.G., O.N.I. would then feel that the
Navy's views were being represented. He felt that C.I.G. could
not go off by itself. If the departmental agencies are repre-
sented, C.I.G. could then perform many duties which are now
being performed by each departmental agency.
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•	 MR. EDDY felt that the new budget plans for C.I.G, indica-
ted a shift, since C.I.G. may now employ its own people. He did
not feel, however, that this eliminated the possibility of having
C.I.G. serve the departments. If each department concentrates on
its primary interests, then C.I.G. can perform functions of
secondary interest and special jobs which no departmental aGency
can perform. Then, so long as the I.A.B. is a two-way street,
C.I.G. and the departmental agencies can make available the best
service each to the other.

ADMIRAL INGLIS felt that this would not work unless the de-.
partments were represented in C.I.G.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that if he were called upon to
submit a Naval estimate he would go to the Navy. He felt General
•Vandenberg would do the same. Rethought, however, that if
General Vandenberg felt the data on hand In C.I.G. Corresponded
to the opinions of the departments, General Vandenberg should be
authorized to send that data forward as an intellisence estimate.

GENERAL VANDENBERG said that he Was afraid that if people
in 0.1.0, fail to represent the departmental viewpoint, C.I.G.
would get off the track. .He thought that C.I.G. personnel should
be in close contact with the departments in order to obtain de-
partmental views. He said that he was encouraging all C.I.G.
personnel to get the views of all three departments.

• GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that he was confident C.I.G. would
• do that, especially since Army officers in C.I.G. are always
• subject to detail and rotationd He thought that the War Depart-
ment's viewpoint would be represented because ofthe years of
Army training each Army officer in Q.I.G. would have. He
thought that C.I.G. personnel should express their own views and
nit pattern them after the opinion of someone in an outside
agency.

ADMIRAL INGLIS thought that the idea was to assign peo,;le
to C.I.G. in order to form a link with the departments, to
utilize the sources therein, and have the benefit of :the com-
bined thinking of all departments.

GENERAL VANDENBERG thought that Admiral Inglis'
could be gained by having representatives detailed to 0.R..,

MR. LAY pointed out that the procedure to be followed by
each representative in clearing papers was a matter for decision
by each I.A.B. member, Admiral Inglis could instruct his reprE.-
sentative not to vote until Admiral Inglis had approved each
estimate.

4DMIRAL INGLIS said that he was willing to appoint a rere-
sentative part-time, but that this representative would act
only as a messenger.

MR. EDDY said that he would like to see this system tried.
He thought that each •1,A.B. member might designate a deputy
who was well trained and Could bring papers to the respective
I,A.B. members for clearance when necessary.

• GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that he would give his representa-
tive the responSibility for deciding whether to act on an
estithate or to clear it with General Chamberlin. General
Chamberlin felt, however, that this arrangement should not pre-

. vent C.I.G. research personnel from working closely with 0-2
research sections.
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• GENERAL CHAMBERLIN then expressed the belief that C.I.G. es-
timates • sent to the President should not show a dissenting
opinion.

ADMIRAL INGLIS thought that the President should know of
any 'dissenting opinions, although he hoped that any differences
could be reconciled before the estimates were issued. He felt,
however, that estimates should not be held up unduly in an effort
to reconcile divergent views;

• GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that if each paper were handled in
detail it would , defeat the purpose of C.I.G., since every word
or shade Of meaning would be. questioned.

ADMIRAL INGLIS noted that this was the procedure used in
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. - Although ithad not worked. perfectly,
he felt that for every example where this procedure had failed
to'work there were ten examples where it had worked.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN noted, however, that the Joint Chiefs
.of Staff has no head or 9ommander, as is the case in C.I.G.

MR. ,LAY pointed out that the wording of N.I.A. Directive
No. 1 requires only that "substantial dissent" should be noted
in C.I.G. estimates, which was intended to -preclude discussion
of every word or shade of meaning.

• • ADMIRAL INGLIS said that the concept of N.I.A. was that
all departments would be represented in all matters. The
Director of Central Intelligence is the executive responsible.
for carrying out the policies of the N.I.A. The I,A.B. 1.:s more
than merely an adviser. Al). through the N.I.A. and C.I.G.
structure it was intended that there be equal representation of
all departments.

GENERAL VANDENBERG pointed out that' it is a matter of
record in N.I.A. minutes that' the N.I.A, is the agency responsi-
ble . to the president, and not the .Director of Central
Intelligence.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN noted that the Director of , Central
Intelligence.is not responsible to the I.A.B„ but rather to
the

•

' GENERAL VANDENBERG Pointed out, however, that the N.I.A.
has delegated to the I.A.B. the right to concur for the N.I.A.
members. : Therefore, in the final analysis the I.A.B., by this
delegation, has a measure of responsibility to the success of
C.I.G, activities.	 •

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN. questioned how this would work, since
many other agencies or the Government were involved.

•

ADMIRAL INGLIS noted that this was'covered by the fact .
that other agencies , sat as members of the I,A.B. on matters of
interest to those a:".;encies.-

•

After further discussion of detailed amendments to the En-
closure to 0.1.0. 16/1,

• THE INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOARD:

Concurred in the issuance of the Enclosure to C.I.G.
16/1 subject to amendment to read as follows:
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Tor SECRET

"1, To implement the provisions of Paragraph 6 of
.N.I.A, Directive No . . 1, each member of the In-
telligence Advisory Board will designate a
personal. representative to remain assigned to
his office and detailed as liaison to the'Pro-
jects Division of the IntelligenCe Staff of
the Office of Reports and Estimates of the
Central IntelIigence • Group, 	 •

"2. These representatives will, as their chiefs
direct,- either concur in c :,.LG intelligence.
estimates or present distenting opinions._

'
• Each intelligence eStimate issued
Will either have the concurrence of all
member or will have-any - substantial dissent.
appended as a part of the estimate or follow as
provided in. 4 below..

This procedure will not be permitted to prevent
the presentation of- anyestimate on the re-
quired date; If concurrence or dissenting
opinions cannot be obtained in time to meet .
deadlines for completion and Submission of es-
timates, such estimates will be submitted to-
gether with 4 statement that only limited
coordination has been attained and substantial
dissent, if any, - will be - submitted at a later
date. .

"5. 0.1.0. will afford 'designated relaiesentatives
complete opportunity.to 1)articipate in. all
phases of the development of estimates."

(subsequently issued as - C.I.G. Administrative Order
No. 32).

3. PLAN FOR COORDINATION.OF BIOGPAPHIC INTELLIGENCE
,(o.i.q. 17)

GENERAL VANDENBERG gave a brief description of the plan
recommended in C.I.G. 17,

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN raised the question as to whether
graph 2-c of the proposed C.I.G. Directive would authorize
biographic intelligence -data of one - department to be made
available to another department.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated that if the biographic intp1.1,
gence data of one department was not available to other
departments, such a systeM - would cause a great deal of dui:14-
cation. .

MR. EDDY stated that he believed the word "responsibility"
should be left out or the first se*egoe of paragraph 2-c.

GENERAL VANDENBERG said that he ts, agreeable to this
omission.

'ADMIRAL INGLIS said that he objected to the last sentence
in paragraph 2 of the covering memorandum by the Director of
Central IntelligenCe, since 0.N41. does have a good index system
and it is maintained up to date,
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MR. EDGAR stated that at the time the covering memorandum
was written he did not know that the Navy's index system had been
completed.

ADMIRAL INGLIS questioned whether this proposed. Directive
would govern domestic coverage and, if so, the Federal Bureau Cl'
Investigation should have a chance to express its views on the
matter under consideration...

GENERAL VANDENBERG replied that the paper did not govern
domestic coverage, and was for foreign biographic intelligence
only.

ADMIRAL INGLIS stated that the majority of inquiries made
to Q.N.I. were in the domestic field and he felt that this paper
was too elaborate a plan for the coordination of foreign
biographic intelligence.

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated that if the plan in this paper
did not work, it could be recalled.

MR. EDGAR stated that it was desirable to get approval on
this paper in order to gain proper coordination in the field,

GENERAL VANDENBERG stated . that he should have central
machine records in order to point . out biographic intelligence in-
formation .contained in other - agencies.

ADMIRAL INGLIS agreed.

• MR. EDDY'stated-that the •provisions • of paragraph 3-b of the
covering memorandUM would cause too much work for the State De-.
partment to undertake at this time, *since the State Department had
a mass of biographic information that dated back to 1790, and
that to reproduce this information would be a staggering job.

MR. EDGAR explained that it was not the intent of this
paper to reproduce ell biographic information presently on file
in the departtents, but rather 	 would start anew from a •
given date, and the information contained in the central file
Would be only enough to indicate the type of peraonality whose
name appeared on each card.. This Would make it possible to decide
Whether- it was desirable to obtain further details from the de-
partment having the basic file OA a given individual.

MR, HECK stated that the State Department dreg from a wider
scope than would be reported on standard forL10;,dnd that ovay
or two per cent of the names in State Department file. would *hr
covered by„stazidard report forms. He suggested that each agency
concentrate on an assigned area of responsibility.

• GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that he was heartily in favor' of
a central file which could , be Consulted rather than having to .
contact all or the agencies in each case on which information
might be desired.

• GENERAL VANDENBERG said that to have to go to the files of
each agency on each case would take a lot of unnecessar y time.

MR. HECK reiterated that such a central file 'would show
only a small per cent of the names presently on file in the State
Department
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GENERAL VANDENBERG stated that the central 'file proposed
would be starting anew, and, while he realized it would be slow in
building up, eventually it would be of benefit to all concerned.

MR. HECK stated that be believed that if the information
contained on these cards got much beyond a name stage, it would
involve too much duplication.

GENERAL VANDENBERG said that there would naturally have to
be some .duplication. However, at the present time, with the
volume of files in the agencies and no central index system, no
one knows exactly what we do have.

MR. HECK felt that this proposal would put a heavy burden
on the departmental agencies, since it would require additional
people to extract the information and put it 0,4 standard cards.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN suggested that each time an agency made
a summary for its own index, it send a copy to C.I.G.

' ADMIRAL INGLIS suggested that to eliminate workload, cards
for C.I.G. be prepared on each new report from the field or when-
ever departmental agencies took action to prepare a summary—as,
for example, in answer to a request. He thought that On this
basis the C.I.G. file would be very useful five years from now.

GENERAL VANDENBERG said that was all C.I.G. asked the
agencies to do.

MR. EDGAR said that C.I.G. would be willing to receive the
standard form on new field reports, and copies of completed
summary reports which are prepared by the agencies in answer to
a request. He said that in the latter case C.I.G, would be
willing to make up the central file card.

MR. HECL pointed out that this would mean that C.I,G. had
a very, incomplete file, representing only about five per cent of
the State Department's files.

MR. EDGAR expressed the belief that, if C,I,G, received all
completed summary reports, it would have information at least on
personalities in which there is an active interest.

ADMIRAL INGLIS agreed that would be true in many cases, but
pointed out that it would be a long time before any reliance
could be felt that C.I.G.'s list was complete.

MR. EDDY stated that he believed this file should be called
the central •ihdex...

141i. 'EDGAR stated that he-believed the name of the file
should thdicte-that it-contained:moi 3 O than just names.

•	 MR'. EitYsUggested that the file be called 'a '!reference
index file.%

.	 ADMIRAL'INGLISrecoMmended that the phrase."norAoes any
department keep 4 master indexof their own:biographic files',
in paragraph 2 of the covering' . memoraOdum by the Director of
Central Intelligence, be omitted..

'• The Enclosure	 17 was then discussed and amend-
ments thereto agreed upon .by the Board
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THE INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOARD:

a. Agreed that the phrase "nor does any department keepa master index . Of their own biographic files", at
the end of paragraph 2 of the covering memorandum of

174 . should be deleted.

b. Concurred in the recommendation in 'paragraph 37b of
the covering Memorandum Of C t I.G. 17-, subject *CO in-
sertion Of the word "-index"- betWeen "reference" and
"file" on the second line thereof.

•
c. Concurred in the EnClosure'to.C.I,G, 17, :subject to

the following amendments:,

• (1))1CP?:ete 'the WoN 7reki)olleible from the second
line of paragraph 2,43.

• '	 .	 -
'(2) Reword the first Seaence of paragraph 3-a to .

read at follows: • "The chief of mission or each
embassyi legation'Orforeign post has.the' 	 -
over-all responsibility, in accordance with the
principles of this Directive, for coordinating
the collection of biographic intelligence, in
.hie geOgraphical.arpa,"'.

(3) Delete paragraph 3--(7)

(4) Delete paragraph 5-1.p..

(Subsequently issued as C,LG. Directive No. 16).

4. NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE RESUIREMENTS--CHINA 
(C.I,G. 19)

MR. EDDY suggested that this item be Postponed until the
next I.AB. meeting.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN agreed, since he had not had sufficient
time to study this paper: He expressed the belief, however, that
the titles'of Parts I and II of the proposed N,I.A, directive
were reversed.

MR, EDGAR asXed if, since the proposed directive had the
concurrence of representatives .of, thethe Board would
authorize use of the directive, pending final approval, as a
basis for the preparation by an interdeldartmental group of a
collection directive.

GENERAL CHAMBERLIN said that he would like to know what
collection responsibilities are involved before deciding What
information should be collected.

MR. EDGAR explained that it was felt that' the collection
people must knowwhat information the researchers want before
they can decide on. the assignment of Collection responsibilities.

• ADMIRAL INGLIS said that although he felt the wording could
be.improved; he . was prepared to approve the 'directive as it
stands.



After further, discussion,

THE INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOARD:

a. Agreed to defer consideration of Q.I.G.'19 until a.
meeting .next Thursday, ..7 Novethber 1946.

1). Pending final apProyalo , e.utiorized the use of the
Enclosure 'to-O.T.G. 19 as a basis for the Prepara-
tiOn: by an InterdePartneental : Group of a-collection
AFirective:	 '	 H

STATUS oP N. 

ADMIRAL INGLI . asked what was being done on N.I,A, 6,
view of the appOintment of the AtOthic'Energy'COmmission.

MR. LAY explained that.N:I.A, 6 was presently awaiting
approval by the President, and that General Vandenberg was
taking steps to get a dedision-on this matter.


